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Warm weather and light winds—what a great air show! I think this was one of the best
spring shows ever. Highly skilled and talented pilots put on an wonderful show. We had
many positive comments from the spectators. They were so excited to see the many
different air planes and the acrobatics. The
sights and smells of the jet airplanes are always a welcome crowd pleaser.
A big thank you to all the guest pilots that
made this such a great air show, and to our
members that worked so hard to make it all
happen. And thank you to our own Peter
Blitzer for his talented 3D flying. Also a big
thanks to the airport committee for their
support and those great hot dogs! Always a
great crowd pleaser—I had several.

Time to pay your Dues!

See above—the new
addition to the Thompsonville airport

BARC's 8th Annual Spring Thing Fun Fly this last Saturday was small on pilots but we had a
good spectator crowd. The weather was great for the pilots and helped draw the spectators to watch the show and purchase 50/50 tickets and buy hotdogs, chips and beverages.
The Thompsonville Airport reported good donations for parking and sold many hotdogs
and snacks.
Flying conditions couldn't be beat as there was very little wind most of the show. We had
fourteen pilots that took a paddle and flew at the show including our own Peter Blitzer. The
biggest flying problem was that all the turbine pilots had a hard time getting their jets functioning correctly. They did manage to get a few in the air which is a great spectator draw,
along with the other giant scale planes and a few giant scale electric planes like Peter
Blitzer's AJ Slick.
The show went like clockwork as our crew is well trained and according to Fred we had the
show taken down in thirty minutes and stored away in the hanger by 3:40 PM which he
said is a record breaker.
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Doug was Lou
Cername's Instructor for
his solo flight May 14,
2015 at Thompsonville.

Jeff Lepke having fun on
the water with his
Apprentice
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Jeff’s helicopter

